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0. INTRODUCTION
If A is a k-algebra, where k is a commutative ring, then Kassel and
w x  . w  .  .x  .Loday in 5 study sl A s gl A , gl A , where gl A is the Lien n n n
algebra of n = n matrices over A. They define a Steinberg Lie algebra
 .st A , which they prove is a universal central Lie algebra extension ofn
 .sl A . Furthermore the kernel of this extension is isomorphic to a cyclicn
 .homology group, which in our current notation is designated as HC A .1
In this paper we prove a similar result for A, a k-algebra with involu-
tion, a ª a, which acts trivially on k. Given a form parameter, L, and
 .  . l g center A , such that ll s 1, we have a form algebra A, L, l see
w x.1 . The Lie algebra adaptation of the general L-quadratic group
 .  .GQ A, L will be denoted as gq L and will be a sub-Lie algebra of2 n 2 n
 .  .gl A . We will show that the commutator subalgebra of gq L does not2 n 2 n
depend on the choice of parameter L. This subalgebra will be denoted as
 .sq A and will be called the special quadratic Lie algebra of A. There is2 n
 .another subalgebra, sq L , which does depend on the choice of L. We2 n
* The first author was supported by the Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cientificas y
Tecnicas de La Argentina and is indebted to Washington University for its hospitality duringÂ
his CONICET sponsored stay.
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  . .   . .will compute the homology groups H gq L , k and H sq A , k . In1 2 n 2 2 n
w x7 , Loday and Procesi computed all the homology groups of these alge-
bras, under the assumption that k contains the rational numbers. Our
calculations show that, for the first and second homology groups, their
calculations hold for any ground ring where 2 is invertible, but are no
longer valid if this assumption is dropped.
 .We construct a universal central extension of sq A . We call it the2 n
 .  .quadratic Steinberg Lie algebra and denote it as stq A see Section 3 .2 n
The kernel of this extension is isomorphic to a variation of dihedral
l .homology, which we call H A, L ; for L s min we abbreviate notation byq1
l . l . l .writing H A s H A, min . For example if l g k then H A sq q q1 1 1
 .HD A . The dihedral homology we are using is the one that is defined on1
1 w x.all form rings, independent of the characteristic of k see 3 . If g k2
w xthen this is the same as Loday's dihedral homology 6 . The relations are
the following, where H designates Lie algebra homology.i
  . .  .  .THEOREM 2.18. If n G 3, then H gq L , k , gq L rsq L1 2 n EQ L . 2 n 2 n2 n
 ., HD A .0
If we do not take coin¨ariants with respect to the action of the elementary
quadratic group, then we get
nn
L L
H gq L , k , gq L rsq min , HD A [ [ . .  .  .  . .1 2 n 2 n 2 n 0  /  /min min
 .In particular the homology of gq L is unstable and grows as n grows.2 n
 .As we noted above, the commutator subalgebra of gq L does not2 n
 .depend on L and in fact is always equal to sq min . Thus when we take2 n
 .the first homology we are dividing by sq min no matter which L we2 n
choose. If we take coinvariants then it turns out that we actually mod out
 .by sq L and this gives us a stable group.2 n
 .  .Computing the kernel of stq A ª sq A we obtain:2 n 2 n
  . . l .THEOREM 4.7. If n G 5, then H sq A , k , H A, L ; if we2 2 n EQ L . q2 n 1
do not take coin¨ariants then
nnmax* max*
lH sq A , k , H A [ [ , .  . .2 2 n q1  /  /min* min*
where max* and min* are the max and min form parameters associated to
yl.
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Using the functors from ``form algebras'' to ``pointed sets''
A , L ª GQ L , EQ L , .  .  .2 n 2 n
for n G 3, Propositions 2.8 and 2.10 will show that the tangent spaces are
TGQ L , gq L and TEQ L , sq L . .  .  .  .2 n 2 n 2 n 2 n
2 n .  .  .In general, the quadratic K-theory, KQ A, L [ GQ L rEQ L1 2 n 2 n
is just a pointed set and does not have a natural group structure. Using a
snake lemma argument, the above shows that its tangent space is in fact
2 n .  .abelian. That is, TKQ A, L , HD A .1 0
In Section 1 we give the basic facts about the general quadratic Lie
 .algebra, gq L . Section 2 introduces the special quadratic Lie algebra,2 n
 .  .sq L , and describes its relation to HD A . This section will also2 n 0
describe these Lie algebras as tangent spaces. In Section 3 we define the
 .Steinberg Lie algebra, stq A , and show that it is a universal central Lie2 n
 .   ..algebra extension of sq A s sq min . Section 4 shows how this2 n 2 n
central extension is related to dihedral homology. The proof of Theorem
4.7 will take a bit of work. In Section 4 we have a sketch of the proof,
which is followed by some of the details. Then we will use Section 5 to
finish the proof.
The results of this paper indicate that additive K-theory should be
constructed taking into account not only the Lie algebra, but a group
acting on it. The possibilities of finding a plus construction for ``perfect
 .pairs'' G, L , formed by a group G and an algebra L, and whether its
homotopy groups give an appropriate additive K-theory, will be investi-
gated in a follow-up paper.
We thank Anthony Bak, who proposed this problem to Guillermo, and
whose insights helped us understand the possible explanations of the
results we obtained.
 .1. THE GENERAL QUADRATIC ALGEBRA gq L
Let k be a commutative unital ring which we call the ground ring.
Algebras and modules will be k-algebras and k-modules, tensor products
are always taken over k, and we will write m for m . No restriction isk
needed on the characteristics of k. Let A be an associative unital algebra
 .with anti- involution a ª a which acts trivially on k. Thus a s a, abs ba
 .  .and a as a a, ;a g k. Fix l g Center A such that ll s 1. A, l is a
hermitian algebra with symmetry l. We view A as a Zr2-module under the
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action a ª yla. Let
T [ T : A ª A , T a s a y la, .l
w xbe the norm operator; then following 1 we consider the k-modules
max s ker T and min s Im T , .  .yl l
  4  4.i.e., max s ara s yla , min s a y la .
Æ0 .Thus min ; max and maxrmin s H Zr2, A , the Tate cohomology
group. In particular if 2 is invertible in k then max s min.
DEFINITION 1.1. A form parameter L ; A is a k-submodule such that
 .i min ; L ; max.
 .ii aLa ; L for all a g A.
Thus both min and max are form parameters.
 .Note. If L is a form parameter for A, l then L is a form parameter
 .for A, l . Also from our discussion above it follows that if 2 is invertible
in k then there is only one form parameter.
A form algebra is a hermitian algebra together with a form parameter.
 .Thus form algebras are triples A, L, l ; however, since l is determined
 .  .by the choice of L we shall often write A, L for A, L, l . Given a form
 .algebra A, L we can make the n = n matrices into a form algebra as
follows.
 .  .For M s a let M s b , where b s a . To make this into ai j i j i j ji
 .hermitian algebra let us take the matrix lI , in the center of M A .n n
 .  .   . .Finally, let M L ; M A consist of those matrices in max M A , lIn n n n
 .whose diagonal coefficients lie in L. It follows that M L is a formn
  .  ..parameter and M A , M L is a form algebra.n n
 .  .Consider the Lie algebra gl A obtained by equipping M A with then n
bracket
w xM , N s MN y NM ; 1.2 .
 .gl A is a hermitian Lie algebra, i.e., it satisfies the identityn
w xM , N s N , M .
 .  .DEFINITION 1.3. Let A, L be a form algebra and consider gq L ;2 n
 .gl A to be the matrices N such that2 n
0 0 0 0N q N g M L , 1.4 .  .2 n /  /I 0 I 0
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 .i.e., each element of gq L is a block of n = n matrices of the form2 n
M Q .  .  .  ., where Q g M L and R g M L . gq L will be called an n 2 nR yM
general quadratic Lie algebra.
 .Note. The Lie algebra gq L is closely related to the general L-2 n
 . w xquadratic group, GQ L , found in 1, Section 3 . One way of looking at2 n
 .  .GQ L is that it is made up of all matrices P g GL A such that2 n 2 n
0 0 0 0P P y g M L . 1.5 .  .2 n /  /I 0 I 0
 .We can regard 1.5 as the multiplicative version of the additive version
 .1.4 . Furthermore by using an appropriate functor in the category of form
 .  .algebras we will show that gq A, L is the tangent space of GQ A, L2 n 2 n
 .see Proposition 2.8 .
We will see that our general quadratic Lie algebra is related in many
 . w xways to the Lie algebra, gl A , analyzed by Kassel and Loday in 5 .n
Firstly, using the standard forgetful and hyperbolic maps we get equivari-
ant maps between the Lie algebras.
F : gq L ¨ gl A .  .2 n 2 n
M ª M
and
Hyp: gl A ª gq L .  .n 2 n
M 0
M ª . /0 yM
w xThese maps will allow us to relate some of the results in 5 to the
 .analogous results we will get here for gq L .2 n
 .Let us now choose a set of generators for gq L . In the usual notation,2 n
 .  .we will let E a be the matrix which has a in the i, j th spot and zeroi j
 .everywhere else. gq L is additively generated by the following elements2 n
and their conjugates:
H a ' E a y E a s Hyp E a , 1 F i , j F n , a g A .  .  .  . .i j i j jqn , iqn i j
« a ' E a y E la , 1 F i F j F n , a g A .  .  .i j i , jqn j , iqn
h a ' E a , 1 F i F n , a g L . .  .i i , iqn
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 .  .Let us note that if L s min we have ;a g L, h a s « b , wherei i i
 .a s T b . This means we can leave out the ``repetitive'' generator notation
 .h a .i
 .2. THE SPECIAL QUADRATIC ALGEBRA sq A
 . w x  . w  .  .x  .For the case of sl A , 5 defines sl A [ gl A , gl A . sl A isn n n n n
w x w xalso the set of matrices whose trace lies in A, A . The authors of 5 show
 .  . w  .  .xthat for n G 3, sl A is perfect, i.e., sl A s sl A , sl A .n n n n
 .  .If we let gl A s lim gl A then analogous to the usual K-theorynª` n
one defines
gl A gl A .  .n
k A [ H gl A , k s s , n G 3 . .  . .1 1  /sl A sl A .  .n
The trace map induces an isomorphism with cyclic homology:
A
Tr: k A ª s HC A . .  .1 0w xA , A(
We would like to find the analogy of the above results for the quadratic
case.
 .DEFINITION 2.1. The special quadratic k-Lie algebra sq A is the2 n
commutator
sq A s gq L , gq L .  .  .2 n 2 n 2 n
for any form parameter L ; A.
To show this is well defined we need the following:
PROPOSITION 2.2. For any form parameter L we ha¨e
gq L , gq L s gq min , gq min . .  .  .  .2 n 2 n 2 n 2 n
 .Proof. From the generators of gq L given in Section 1 we see that2 n
 .the choice of form parameter only affects the generators h a , a g L. Wei
 .will see that every h a that appears in the commutator actually hasi
a g min.
 .  .Since we know E a ? E b s 0 if j / k we need only check whichi j k l
 .  .brackets of generators give us elements of the form E a ? E b fori k k , iqn
1 F k F 2n. It is enough to look at the case 1 F k F n, the other case
n q 1 F k F 2n being essentially the same. If i / k then the only bracket
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w  .  .x  .where this works is H a , « b and this equals h ab y lab andi k k i i
ab y labg min. For i s k the only brackets that show up are
w  .  .x  .H a , h b , for b g L, and this equals h ab q ba . Since b g L ; max,i i i i
we have b s ylb. This gives us ab q ba s ab y labg min.
 .Finally let us note that ;a y la g min we have h a y la si
w  .  .x  .H a , « 1 and hence every h b , b g min, appears as a bracket, andi k k i i
we are done.
 .For sq A we can assume we are dealing with L s min. Then as2 n
 .pointed out in Section 1 we can leave out the elements h a and just usei
 .  .  .the generators H a and « a . It also should be noted that H a si j i j i j
 .H a , so all we need for additi¨ e generators areji
H a , « a , « a . .  .  . 4i j i j i j
DEFINITION 2.3. The half trace, Tr1r2, of a block matrix
M Q /R N
 .  .with M, N, Q, R g gl A is defined as the trace of M, Tr M .n
 . w  .  .x Let us note that for all i / j we have H a s H a , H 1 for anyi j i l l j
.  . w  .  .xl . Similarly for any i, j we have « a s H a , « 1 . In other words,i j i l l j
 .  .  .  .every off-diagonal generator, H a , i / j, « a all i, j , is in sq A .i j i j 2 n
 .  .Hence we can define sq A as all matrices P g gq min which satisfy2 n 2 n
 .some relation on its diagonal elements. Since all elements of gq min are2 n
of the form
M R
P s  /Q yM
this should be enough to give some property on the diagonal elements of
M.
 .PROPOSITION 2.4. The special quadratic Lie algebra sq A is the set of2 n
 .all matrices P in gq min such that2 n
1r2 w x  4Tr P g A , A q a q ara g A . .
 .Proof. First let us see that every P g sq A satisfies the special2 n
1r2 .property of Tr P . To do this we need only check the brackets of all the
additive generators and see what properties their diagonals satisfy.
 .  .  .  .  .Recall that H a s E a y E a and « a s E a yi j i j jqn, iqn i j i, jqn
 .E la , so all brackets just involve products of elementary matrices:j, iqn
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 . w  .  .x w  .  .x w x. w  .i H a , H b : H a , H b s H a, b and H a ,i j p q i i i i i i i j
 .x  .  .H b s H ab y H ba , i / j. All other brackets of this type will haveji i i j j
a zero diagonal.
 . w  .  .x w  .  .xii « a , « b s « a , « b s 0.i j p q i j p q
 . w  .  .x w  .  .iii H a , « b and H a , « b all have zeros on the diago-i j p q i j p q
nal.
 . w  .  .x w  .  .  .iv « a , « b s E a y E la , E b yi j p q i, jqn j, iqn qqn, p
 .xE lb .pqn, q
 .Direct calculation on iv shows that almost all cases are matrices whose
w x w  .  .xhalf trace lies in A, A . The only different case is P s « a , « b si j i j
 .  . w xH ab q H ba , i / j. Since ab q ab s a, b q ab q ba we have thati i j j
1r2 . w x  4Tr P g A, A q a q ara g A .
 . 1r2 .Now we have to check that for all P g gq min 2 Tr P g2 n
w x  4  . A, A q a q ara g A we have P g sq A . As we noted right before2 n
.the proposition it is enough to check this for all diagonal matrices. Every
 .  .diagonal matrix D g gq min is of the form D s Hyp d , where d is a2 n
 . 1r2 . w xdiagonal matrix in gl A . Suppose Tr D s c q h, where c g A, An
 .  .  .and h s b q b. Let D9 s D y H b y H b and let d9 g gl A be a1, 1 2, 2 n
 .  . w xdiagonal matrix such that D9 s Hyp d9 . We have Tr d9 s c g A, A
w  .  .x  w x.and therefore it follows that d9 g gl A , gl A see 5 . Then D9 gn n
w  .  .x  .  .  .gq min , gq min s sq A . Finally H b q H b s2 n 2 n 2 n 1, 1 2, 2
w  .  .x  .« b , « 1 and we have D g sq A .1, 2 1, 2 2 n
 .  .  .2.5. sq L and HD A . Let A, L be a form algebra; set2 n 0
sq A , L s sq L .  .2 n 2 n
1r2 w x  4[ P g gq L rTr P g A , A q a q ara g A . .  . 42 n
By virtue of Proposition 2.4 we have
sq min s sq A . .  .2 n 2 n
In general,
sq min ; sq L .  .2 n 2 n
and the inclusion is strict if min ; L is strict. An argument similar to the
 .proof of Proposition 2.2 shows that sq L is a normal subalgebra of2 n
 .  w x.gq L . The oth-dihedral homology group is cf. 82 n
A
HD A [ . .0 w x  4A , A q a q ara g A
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 .Thus, by definition of sq L , the half trace induces an isomorphism:2 n
gq L .2 n + HD A . .0sq L .2 n
 . w x2.6. EQ L . Recall from 1 that the elementary quadratic group is the2 n
 .  .subgroup EQ L ; GQ L generated by the matrices2 n 2 n
I q H a , I q « a , I q « a , I q h b , and I q h b , .  .  .  .  .i j i j i j p p
where i / j, a g A, and b g L.We remark that by subtracting I from each
 .of the above matrices we get the Lie algebra generators for sq L .2 n
 .2.7. Tangent Spaces. Let A, L be a form algebra with symmetry l.
w x w x  2:The algebra of dual numbers; A t s A x r x , is again a form algebra,
with the same symmetry, the involution
a q bt ª a q bt ,
and the form parameter
w xL t s L [ L t .
w x w xFurther, the natural inclusion A ¨ A t and the projection A t t A,
t ª 0, are form algebra homomorphisms. Given a functor
G: Form algebras ª Pointed sets,
we set
w x w xTG A , L s ker G A t , L t ª G A , L . .  . . .
 .TG is the tangent space of G. For example, the functors A, L ª
 .  .HD A , HC A are self-tangent:0 0
THD A + HD A and THC A + HC A . .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
 .In what follows we calculate the tangent spaces of A, L ª
 .  .  .GQ L , EQ L and also of the left- cosets:2 n 2 n
KQ2 n A , L [ GQ L rEQ L . .  .  .1 2 n 2 n
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.8. TGQ A, L + gq A, L .2 n 2 n
 .Proof. By definition, TGQ L consists of matrices of the form a s2 n
 .  .I q Pt, P g gq L . The proof follows as one checks that condition 1.52 n
 .for a is the same as condition 1.4 for P.
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 .  w x.2.9. Group Action. By the proposition above, I q gq L teGQ L t2 n 2 n}
is a normal subgroup and is thus closed under inner automorphisms. Thus,
P g [ gPgy1 g gq L P g gq L , g g GQ L . .  .  . .2 n 2 n 2 n
Moreover, P ª P g is a Lie algebra homomorphism; i.e., we have a
representation
GQ L ª Hom gq L , gq L . .  .  . .2 n Lie 2 n 2 n
 .  .Similarly, gl A + TGL A , and thus we also have a natural bracketn n
 .  .preserving action of GL A on gl A . One checks that the maps Hypn n
and F defined in Section 1 are the same as those induced by the usual
hyperbolic and forgetful maps:
w x w x w x w xHyp: GL A t ªGQ L t and F : GQ L t ªGL A t . .  .  .  .n 2 n 2 n 2 n
 g .  .Hyp g .It follows that Hyp and F are equivariant, i.e., Hyp M s Hyp M
 h.  .F h.  .  .  .and F P s F P for M g gl A , g g GL A , P g gq L , andn n 2 n
 .h g GQ L .2 n
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let n G 3; then
TEQ L + sq L . .  .2 n 2 n
 .w x  .Proof. Let U s I q sq L t , V s TEQ L . We will prove the2 n 2 n
proposition by showing that U ; V and V ; U.
 .i U ; V: We have to show that
I q Pt g V for all P g sq L 2.11 .  .2 n
Let M denote any one of the matrices
M s H a , « a , « a , h a , h a , 2.12 .  .  .  .  .  .i j p q p q p p
where 1 F i, j, p, q F n, i / j, p / q; in the first three cases a g A; in the
 .   ..  .last two, a g L. By the definition of EQ L see 2.6 , 2.11 is true for2 n
 .P s M. On the other hand, by the proof of Proposition 2.2 , every
 .  .element in sq L is a sum of elements of the form 2.12 , plus elements2 n
of the form
H a , H b and « a , « b i / j . .  .  .  .  .i j ji i j i j
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 w x. Calculating commutators in EQ L t , we obtain note that we use2 n
 . w x ., for multiplicative brackets and , for additive brackets
V 2 I q H a , I q H b t .  . .i j ji
s I q H a , H b t .  .i j ji
and
I q « a , « b t s I q « a , I q « b t g V . .  .  .  . .i j i j i j i j
 .  w x.ii V ; U: Every element in EQ L t can be written as a product2 n
 .   ..of elementary matrices of the form I q M a q bt s I q M a I q
 . .  .M b t with M as in 2.12 . In particular every ¨ g V can be written as a
product:
¨ s I q M I q M t ??? I q M I q M t .  .  .  .1 1 r r
r
with I q M s I. 2.13 .  . i
is1
We want to prove that
¨ s I q Pt with P g sq L . 2.14 .  .2 n
 .In order to prove 2.14 we compute the commutators
I q M , I q M t s I q M IqMi y M t .  .i j j j
s I q M , M y M ? M ? M t . 2.15 . .i j i j i
 .Here the exponent denotes inner conjugation by I q M . We claim thati
 .the commutator above lies in I q sq L t. Should the claim be true, we2 n
 .can rearrange the product 2.13 as
¨ s I q M ??? I q M I q P t ??? I q P t s I q P q ??? qP t .  .  .  .  .1 r 1 r 1 r
P g sq L . . .i 2 n
 .In particular 2.14 holds.
w x  .In order to prove the claim, first observe that M , M g sq L , byi j 2 n
Proposition 2.2. Thus it suffices to check that for all possible choices of Mi
 .  .and M , as in 2.12 , the product M ? M ? M g sq L . Most such prod-j i j i 2 n
ucts are zero; some of those which are not zero are listed below, and every
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other non-zero product is conjugate to one of these:
H a H b H a s H aba .  .  .  .i j ji i j i j
« a « b « a s « aba .  .  .  .i j i j i j i j
« a h b « a s yh aba .  .  .  .i j j i j i 2.16 .
« a h b « a s h aba .  .  .  .i j i i j j
h a h b h a s h aba . .  .  .  .j j j j
 .Each product above is in sq L ; this concludes the proof.2 n
Remark 2.17. The analogy of Proposition 2.10 for the linear case can
be derived from our proof as follows. We have shown that, for the image of
the Hyperbolic functor,
Hyp TE A s I q Hyp sl A t . .  . .  .n n
In view of the fact that Hyp is injective, it follows that
TE A + sl A n G 3 . .  .  .n n
 .THEOREM 2.18. Let A, L, l be a form algebra and n G 3. We ha¨e:
 .i As Lie algebra homology:
nn
L L
H gq L , k + gq L rsq min + HD A [ [ . .  .  .  . .1 2 n 2 n 2 n 0  /  /min min
 .In particular, if L p min, the homology of gq L is unstable and grows2 n
as n grows.
 .  .ii For EQ L -coin¨ariants:2 n
H gq L , k + gq L rsq L + HD A . .  .  .  . .  .EQ L1 2 n 2 n 2 n 02 n
 .Thus, the unstable terms of i disappear as we take coin¨ariants. The
k-module so obtained depends only on A and its in¨olution and not on n, L,
or l.
 .iii For the tangent space:
TKQ2 n L + HD A . .  .1 0
2 n .In particular, although KQ L need not be a group, its tangent space is,1
and it stabilizes at n s 3.
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 .Proof. i Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows and
vertical isomorphisms
 .  .  .sq L gq L gq L2n 2 n 2 n
0 ª ª ª ª 0
 .  .  .sq min sq min sq L2n 2 n 2 n
f x p x T x
nn
L L
 .  .0 ª [ ª H gq L , k ª HD A ª 0 .1 2n 0 /  /min min
  ..  .where T is the half trace see 2.5 , p is the isomorphism gq L +2 n ab
  . .H gq L , k , and f is the composite of the isomorphisms1 2 n
sq L h b rb g L h b rb g L 4  4 .  .  .2 n i in+ [ [is1  /sq min h a ra g min h a ra g min 4  4 .  .  .2 n i i
nn
L L
+ [ . /  /min min
 .To conclude the proof of part i it suffices to show that the top
 .  .  .sequence in 2.19 is split exact. Define a map g : gq L ª sq L as2 n 2 n
follows: If
M R
P s g gq L , .2 n /Q yM
then g will send all entries of P to zero, except the diagonals of R and Q
 .  .which are left fixed; g P g sq L .2 n
 .Since for P g sq L we have2 n
g P ' P mod sq min ; .  . .2 n
 .it follows that 2.19 is split exact.
 .  .  .  .  .ii Since sq L + TEQ L it follows that EQ L acts on sq L .2 n 2 n 2 n 2 n
 .Moreover, by the proof of Proposition 2.10, sq L is closed under such2 n
  .  ..action see 2.15 and 2.16 .
 .Also from the proof of that proposition we have P y s P g sq L for2 n
 .  .P g gq L and s g EQ L .2 n 2 n
 .   . .Thus EQ L acts trivially on the dihedral summand of H gq L , k .2 n 1 2 n
 .From the proof of part i , the unstable summand is generated by classes
 .  .  .  .of matrices h a and h a . But from 2.15 and 2.16 we havei i
 .IqH 1i jh a s H 1 , h a s h a y h a ' 0 EQ L . .  .  .  .  .  . .i i j j j j 2 n
 .  .Similarly, h a ' 0; this proves ii .j
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 .iii By Propositions 2.8 and 2.10 we have a commutative diagram with
exact rows and vertical inclusions:
w x0 ª sq L ª EQ L t ª EQ L ª 1 .  . .2 n 2 n 2 n
x x x
w x0 ª gq L ª GQ L t ª GQ L ª 1 .  . .2 n 2 n 2 n
Diagram chasing shows that the snake lemma applies, so we have an
exact sequence of pointed sets:
gq L .2 n 2 n 2 nw x0 ª ª KQ L t ª KQ L ª 1. . .1 1sq L .2 n
 .Now iii follows by the definition of tangent space.
 .3. THE STEINBERG LIE ALGEBRA stq A
The purpose of this section is to compute the universal central extension
 .of sq A in terms of generators and relations. The definition of a2 n
 . w xuniversal central extension u.c.e. found in 5 can be extended to the
category of hermitian Lie algebras.
 .To find a u.c.e. for sq A in the category of hermitian Lie algebras we2 n
 .  .  .will choose generators x a , i / j, and y a all i, j which will map toi j i j
 .  .  .the generators H a and « a in sq A . All the relations introducedi j i j 2 n
 .  .for the x a , y a are chosen from known equations satisfied by thei j i j
 .  .matrices H a and « a .i j i j
 .DEFINITION 3.1. For 3 F n F `, let stq A be the involutive k-Lie2 n
algebra with generators
x a , a g A , 1 F i / j F n , .i j
and
y a , a g A , 1 F i , j F n , .i j
subject to the following relations:
 .  .  .  .  .i x a s x a , y a s yy la .i j ji i j ji
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 .  .  .  .ii Each of the maps A ª stq A by a ª x a or a ª y a is2 n i j i j
a k-module homomorphism.
x ab if j s l , i / p .i p . w  .  .xiii x a , x b si j l p  0 if j / l , i / p.
 . w  .  .xiv y a , y b s 0, ; i, j, l, p.i j l p
y ab if j s l , l / p .i p . w  .  .xv x a , y b si j l p  0 if j / l , j / p.
x ab if j s p , i / j, l / p , i / l .i l . w  .  .xvi y a , y b si j l p  0 if j / p , i / j, l / p , i / l.
Note 3.2. From the above relations it can be seen that a Lie algebra
 .  .stq A is generated by the set of y a , i - j, and their conjugates.2 n i j
3.3 Other relations. We can add some relations which follow from the
above defining relations. We will list them here and use them later:
x T a b if i s p , l / p . .i lvi 9 y a , y b s .  .  .i i l p  0 if i / p , i / l.
 .Similarly we can amend v and get
v 9 x a , y b s y aT b . .  .  .  . .i j j j i j
We now define a surjective homomorphism of hermitian Lie algebras
r : stq A t sq A .  .2 n 2 n
by
r x a s H a and r y a s « a . .  .  .  . .  .i j i j i j i j
 .As mentioned in Note 3.2 it is enough to define r on the y a .i j
 .  .From the definitions of st A and stq A we can see that the mapn 2 n
 .  .u a ª x a gives a well-defined homorphismi j i j
Hyp: st A ª stq A .  .n 2 n
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and this gives a commutative diagram:
Hyp 6
st A stq A .  .n 2 n
x w x r 3.4 .
Hyp 6
sl A sq A .  .n 2 n
 .  .It also turns out that the forgetful map F: sq A ª sl A can be2 n 2 n
 .  .lifted to the Steinberg Lie algebras,F: stq A ª st A , and we get2 n 2 n
  ..  .another commutative diagram. The map is given by F y a s u ai j i, jqn
 .i / j . The fact that it is well defined will follow from the proof of our
theorem which we will now state.
  . .THEOREM 3.5. Let n G 5. Then stq A , r is a uni¨ ersal central2 n
 .extension of sq A .2 n
COROLLARY 3.6. Let L be a form parameter. The action of the elemen-
 .  .tary group on sq A lifts to an action on stq A :2 n 2 n
stq A .2 n
p x r
EQ L ª sq A . .  .2 n 2 n
 .  .Similarly the elementary group E A acts on st A , and the hyperbolic andn n
forgetful maps are equi¨ ariant.
 .Proof Corollary . This follows straightforwardly from the definition of
u.c.e. and the fact that F and Hyp are equivariant at the matrix level.
w xThe proof of the theorem will be similar to the proofs found in 2 and
w x5 for the linear case.
 .  .The first step is to show that ker r is in the center of stq A . To do2 n
 .this we will come up with an additi¨ e set of generators for stq A . If we2 n
check all brackets of the x , y and y we see that the relations includingi j i j i j
.those in 3.3 give us the fact that, except for two special cases, all the other
brackets are one of the Lie algebra generators. We will give the two
special cases names.
DEFINITION 3.7.
 .  . w  .  .xi D a, b ' x a , x b , 1 F i / j F n, a, b g A.i j i j ji
 .  . w  .  .xii d a, b ' y a , y b , 1 F i, j F n, a, b g A.i j i j i j
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Each of these elements projects to a diagonal matrix:
r D a, b s H ab y H ba .  .  . .i j i i j j
r d a, b s H ab q H ab for i / j .  .  . .i j i i j j
r d a, b s H T a T b . .  .  . .  .i i i i
 .Consider the submodule D ; stq A generated by the elements in2 n
Definition 3.7. The next lemma shows that the elements of the form
 .d a, b with i / j are sufficient as generators for D.i j
LEMMA 3.8. Let i, j, and l be all distinct. Then:
 .  .  .  .i D a, bc s d ab, c y d b, ca .i j i l jl
 .   . .   . .  .ii D a, T b c s d aT b , c y d b, ac .i j i j j j
w xProof. Similar to 5, 1.13 , this follows from relations and the Jacobi
identity.
 .Now let L be the submodule of stq A generated by2 n
x a , y a , y a r1 F i / j F n , a g A ; .  .  . 4i j i j i j
we have that
r x a s H a s E a y E a .  .  .  . .i j i j i j jqn , iqn
r y a s « a s E a y E la .  .  .  . .i j i j i , jqn j , iqn
r y a s « a s E a y E la . .  .  .  . .i j i j jqn , i iqn , j
 .Recall that the matrices of sq A are blocks of the form2 n
M Q
3.9 . /R yM
 .which satisfy certain properties see Proposition 2.4 . We can see that the
 .image of rrL will be the set of all matrices in sq A which have a ``zero2 n
diagonal'' in the matrices M, Q, and R. It also follows that the map rrL
is an injecti¨ e homomorphism. Non-zero elements in the diagonal of M will
 .come from the submodule introduced above D. To complete the picture
  . 4   ..let D9 be the submodule generated by y a ra g A . r y a si i i i
  ..  .E T a , and hence the image rrD9 is equal to all diagonal elementsi, iqn
  . 4of Q. Similarly if D0 is the submodule generated by y a ra g A theni i
  ..  .  .r y a s E T a and the image rrD0 is all diagonal elements of .i i iqn, i
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w xR. As in 5 we can prove a decomposition lemma from which follows a
proof of Theorem 3.5.
 .  .3.10. DECOMPOSITION LEMMA. i The k-module stq A is a direct2 n
sum L [ N, where N s D q D9 q D0.
 .  .  .ii The kernel of r : stq A ª sq A ies in the submodule N. Fur-2 n 2 n
 .thermore for a q a 9 q a 0 g D q D9 q D0 we ha¨e that r a q a 9 q a 0
 .  .  .s 0 iff r a s r a 9 s r a 0 s 0.
  .  ..4. CALCULATION OF ker stq A ª sq A2 n 2 n
 .4.0. Hq# A . Let A be a hermitian k-algebra with symmetry l, and
 .A s coker k ª A . Let
nC s A m An
and let b: C ª C be the Hochschild boundary map and B: C ª Cn ny1 n nq1
 . the Connes operator. Thus C#, b, B is a mixed complex in the sense of
w x.4 , and the cyclic homology of A is the homology of the total complex
w xH C# A s H# C , b q B see 4 . .  .  .B
 . We also consider Loday's involution z on C# A induced by z a0
nnq1.r2.  .  w x.m ??? m a s y1 a m a m ??? m a see 6 .n 0 n 1
The Dihedral homology of A is the homology of the homotopy colimit:
hyz . w xHD# A s H# C see 3 . .  . .y1 B
 .HD# is defined analogously, replacing yz by z. In particular,q1
 .  .HD A and HD A are the first and second homology groups ofy1 0 y1 1
 hyz ..the following truncated complex, E [ t C . Explicitly,F 2 B
ba
E#: 0 ¤ C ¤ C [ C ¤ C [ C [ C [ C ,0 1 0 2 0 1 0
where
b B 1 q z 0w xa s b , 1 q z and b s .
0 0 yb 1 y z
In particular for n s 0 the definition above coincides with the one given
 .  .in 2.5 . We see also that HD A is independent of l. A homology thaty1 1
depends on l is constructed as follows. Consider the map
Q : C ª C , a ª la m l,0 1
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and set
b B 1 q z QÄb [ b q Q s .
0 0 yb 1 y z
Ä ÄOne checks that a ( b s 0. Thus replacing b by b we obtain a new chain
complex
ÄbaÄE#: E ¤ E ¤ E . 4.1 .0 1 2
We write
l ÄHq A [ H E# , n s 0, 1. .  .n n
We will also need a homology that depends on the form parameter chosen;
we put
Hq l A , L [ Hq l A rS, .  .1 1
 . 4where S s b m e, eb : e g L, b g max* . A calculation shows that this
subgroup is zero if L s min; thus
Hq l A , min s Hq l A . .  .1 1
l .Remark. In many cases Hq A is just the usual dihedral homologyn
 .HD A , n s 0, 1. For n s 0 it is always true thaty1 n
Hq l A s HD A , for any l. .  .0 y1 0
 . l .If l g k e.g., l s "1 then Q is the zero map and hence Hq A is just1
 .HD A . That is,y1 1
Hq l A s HD A , if l g k . 4.2 .  .  .1 y1 1
The following example will show that the n s 1 case is not always true if
l f k.
 4EXAMPLE. Consider the group Zr2Z s 1, g written multiplicatively,
2 w xso that g s 1. Let A s Z Zr2Z be the group ring and view A as a
hermitian ring with involution a s a and symmetry g. Then
HD A + Zr2Z .y1 1
 .with generator, the class of g m g. Since g m g s Q 1 we get
Hq g A s 0. .1
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Notation. At the beginning of Section 1 we introduced the norm
 .operator T : A ª A by T a s a y la. From this we described the maxl l
and min form parameters; substituting l and yl, we get different form
parameters. In sum we have all of the following:
max s ker T and min s Im T . 4.3 .  .  .yl l
max s ker T and min s Im T . 4.4 . .  .yl l
max* s ker T and min* s Im T . 4.5 .  .  .l yl
 .  .  .Putting 4.3 , 4.4 , and 4.5 together we get an exact sequence
max* max* A A
[ ¨ [ t min [ min, 4.6 .
min* min* min* min*
 .where the surjective map is T , T . To calculate P [l l n
r
  .  ..ker stq A ª sq A let us recall Lemma 3.10 which gives us2 n 2 n
P s ker rrD q ker rrD9 q ker rrD0 . .  .  .n
It will turn out that P is actually a direct sum of the three submodules.n
w xThen following the technique of 5, Theorem 1.7 we will show that
ker rrD + Hq l A . .  .1
 .  .Finally the other part, ker rrD9 [ ker rrD0 , will be the nth power
 .of the kernel of 4.6 . That is,
nnmax* max*
ker rrD9 [ ker rrD0 + [ . .  .  /  /min* min*
In the statement of the main theorem we will use the standard fact about
  . .universal central extensions to rewrite P as H sq A , k .n 2 2 n
THEOREM 4.7. Let A be a form algebra with symmetry, l, and form
parameter, L. Then for n G 5 we ha¨e
nnmax* max*
lH sq A , k + Hq A [ [ . .  . .2 2 n 1  /  /min* min*
 .In particular, the Lie algebra homology of sq A depends on n and grows as2 n
n grows. Howe¨er, the unstable terms disappear if we take coin¨ariants with
respect to the action of the elementary group see Proposition 2.2 and
.Corollary 3.6 :
H sq A , k + Hq l A , L . .  . .  .EQ L2 2 n 12 n
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Sketch of proof. As we stated above, one part of the proof will be to
w xadopt the arguments of 5 to the quadratic case. We will define a map
w xanalogous to the map h of 5, 128 . This will be
E1
f : ª stq A . 4.8 .  .2 nÄIm b .
For the other part we will define a map:
nnA A
g : [ ª stq A . 4.9 .  .2 n /  /min* min*
 .  .Both these maps commute with the associated sequences 4.1 and 4.6 .
That is, we have the commutative diagrams
E1l0 ª Hq A ª ª E 2 a .1 0ÄIm b .
f x x x




F [ [ ¸ min [ min [ F .  .1 0 /  /min* min*
4.11 .
x g x Diag
stq A ¸ sq A .  .2 n 2 n
n n .   ..  .  ..The surjection F t F is T , T see 4.6 and Diag a , b is the1 0 l l i i
 .  .matrix in block form 3.9 with M s 0, Q the diagonal matrix a , . . . , a ,1 n
 .and R the diagonal matrix b , . . . , b .1 n
Thus, by restriction, we get maps
Hq l A ª P .1 n
and
nnmax* max*
U [ U [ [ ª P .n /  /min* min*
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We will then show that, as we indicated above,
f Hq l A s M [ P l D 4.12 .  . .1 n
g U s M 9 [ P l D9 and g U s M 0 [ P l D0 . 4.13 .  .  .n n
l .If we let f 9 [ frHq A and g 9 [ grU [ U, then by Lemma 3.10,1
 .  .P s Im f 9 q Im g 9 ; in fact, the sum is direct:n
P s Im f 9 [ Im g 9 . 4.14 .  .  .n
 .To prove 4.14 we will use the action of the elementary group as
follows. We prove that the summands are closed under the action of
 .  .EQ min . On the first summand EQ min acts trivially:2 n 2 n
Claim I.
M EQ2 nmin . s M ,
while the second summand has trivial coinvariants:
Claim II.
M 9 q M 0 s 0. .  .EQ min2 n
 .From our proof of these assertions it will also follow that P sn EQ L .2 n
 .Mrf S and that S s 0 if L s min. The last step is to show that f and g
are injective. To prove this, we define Lie cocycles
E1
w : sq A = sq A ª 4.15 .  .  .2 n 2 n ÄIm b .
c : sq A = sq A ª F 4.16 .  .  .2 n 2 n 1
Ä  .  . .where E rIm b and F are equipped with the trivial sq A -action . By1 1 2 n
w xthe procedure indicated in 5 , these induce maps
E1
F : stq A ª 4.17 .  .2 n ÄIm b .
and
G: stq A ª F . 4.18 .  .2 n 1
The proof is concluded as we show that the composites F ( f and F ( g
are the identity maps. In particular it will follow from our proof that the
 .  .extension r : stq A ª sq A corresponds to the class of the cocycle2 n 2 n
w [ c :
E12stq A , r ª w [ c g H sq A , [ F . .  . .2 n 2 n 1 /ÄIm b .
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4.19. P l D. Recall that it follows from Lemma 3.8 that D isn
  . 4additively generated by d a, b r1 F i / j F n, a, b g A . One of thei j
equations in the lemma is
D a, bc s d ab, c y d b , ac . 4.20 .  .  .  .i j i k jk
 .In particular for j s 1, b s 1 we get
d a, c s D a, c q d 1, ac s yD c, a q d 1, ac . .  .  .  .  .i k i , 1 1, k 1, i 1, k
This gives us a different set of additive generators:
D a, b , d 1, b ra, b g A , 2 F j F n . 4.21 .  .  . 41, j 1, j
 .  .  .As pointed out in 3.4 , x a g stq A satisfies the properties ofi j 2 n
 .  . w x  . w  .  .xu a g st A , appearing in 5 . In particular D a, b s x a , x bi j n i j i j ji
w  .  .x w xsatisfies the properties of u a , u b appearing in 5, lemme 1.13 .i j ji
Consider the element in D:
h a, b [ D a, b y D 1, ba j / 1 . 4.22 .  .  .  .  .1, j 1, j
 .  .By 3.4 , h a, b is the image under the hyperbolic map of the element:
Äh a, b s u a , u , b y u 1 , u ba .  .  .  .  .1, j j 1 1, j j , 1
 w x.  .see 5, p. 127 . In particular h a, b is independent of the choice of j / 1
w xand satisfies the equations of 5, lemme 1.14 .
 .From this we get that 4.21 can be rewritten to give an additive set of
generators for D:
h a, b , D 1, c , d 1, c ra, b , c g A , 2 F j F n . .  .  . 41, j 1, j
We now check r on each generator:
w xr h a, b s H a, b . . .  .1, 1
r D 1, c s H c y H c .  .  . .1, j 1, 1 j , j
r d 1, c s H c q H c . .  .  . .1, j 1, 1 j , j
Hence
r n
Xh a , b q D 1, c q d 1, c g ker r .  . .  . i i 1, j j 1, j j
is1 js2
r n




 .  .  .DEFINITION 4.24. h a, b [ D a, b y D 1, ba , 1 F i F n andi i j i j
j / i.
w x  .  .We note that, as in 5 , h a, b s h a, b . Furthermore the same proof1
 .  .as the one used for h a, b will show that the definition of h a, b doesi
wnot depend on the choice of j / i. Following the technique used in 5, 1.13
xand 1.14 , we get:
LEMMA 4.25. Let 1 F i / j F n.
 .  .  .i d a, 1 s d 1, a .i j i j
 .  .  .  w x.ii h a, b s h a, b y D 1, a, b .i 1, i
 .  .  .  .iii h a, b s d ab, 1 y d b, a .i i j i j
 .  w x .iv h l a, b , l s 0.
 .  .  .  .v d a, b y d a, b s h lab, l .i j ji
 .  .  .  .  .  .vi d 1, a q D 1, a y d 1, a y D 1, a s h la, l for1, j 1, j 1, k 1, k
  .  . .any 2 F j, k F n. Hence: h la, l s yh la, l .
COROLLARY 4.26. P l D equalsn
r r
w xh a , b q D 1, c q d 1, c a , b q c q c s 0 . .  .  . i i 1, 2 1, 2 i i 5
is1 is1
 .Proof. By part vi of Lemma 4.25 we have that for any 3 F j F n
d 1, c q D 1, c s d 1, c q D 1, c q h lc, l . .  .  .  .  .1, j 1, j 1, 2 1, 2
 .Putting this together with 4.23 we get the result.
PROPOSITION 4.27. The map
f : E ª stq A .1 2 n
a m b , c ª h a, b q D 1, c q d 1, c .  .  .  .1, 2 1, 2
satisfies:
 .   ..i f ker a s P l D.n
Ä .ii f ( b s 0.
l .In particular, f induces a surjection Hq A t P l D.1 n
 .  . w xProof. i Since a a m b, c s a, b q c q c we get this part from
the above corollary.
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 .ii Recall that
b B 1 q z QÄb s ,
0 0 yb 1 y z
where
b B : C [ C ª C2 0 10 0
 .  .is the standard boundary, ­ , in cyclic homology. Also f a m b, 0 s h a, b .2
Hence the fact that
Äf ( brC [ C s 02 0
w xfollows directly from 5, p. 128 . The only thing left to check is
1 q z QÄbrC [ C s .1 0 yb 1 y z
Ä .  .  .  .Now f ( b 0, c s d 1, c y c q D 1, c y c q h lc, l s 0, by1, 2 1, 2
Ä .  .  .  .Lemma 4.25, part vi . Then f ( b a m b, 0 s h a, b y h a, b q
 w x.  w x.  .D 1, b, a q d 1, b, a using parts of Lemma 4.25 we get s1, 2 1, 2
 .  . w x .h a, b y h a, b q d a, b , 12 1, 2
s d ab, 1 y d b , a q d b , a .  .  .2, 1 2, 1 1, 2
y d ab, 1 q d ab, 1 y d ba, 1 .  .  .1, 2 1, 2 1, 2
s h lab, l y h lba, l s 0 by Lemma 4.25, part iv . .  .  . .
ÄHence we have f ( b s 0.
 .  .4.28. P l D9 q D0 . Define the map, g, of 4.9 asn
nnA A
g : [ ª stq A .2 n /  /min* min*
n n
a , b ª y a q y b . .  .  . .  . i i i i i i i
is1 is1
From the ``index switch'' relation found in Definition 3.1 we have
y a q la s y a q y la s y a y y a s 0, for all a g A. .  .  .  .  .i i i i i i i i i i
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Hence g is a well-defined homomorphism. From the comments made
 .  .before Lemma 3.10 we have that y a g P iff a g max* and y b g Pi i n i i n
iff b g max*. From Lemma 3.10 it then follows that g induces a surjec-
tion:
nnmax* max*
U [ U [ [ t P l D9 q D0 . .u /  /min* min*
 .Furthermore diagram 4.11 is a commutative diagram.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.7
Using the sketch of the proof found in Section 4, we have completed all
 .the parts of the proof up to 4.14 , except for claims I and II. The claims
will be handled at the end of this section. The only thing left to do is to
 .  .come up with cocycles w and c as described in 4.15 ] 4.18 .
 .In general we designate P g sq A by blocks of special n = n matri-2 n
ces:
M Q
P s  /R yM
 .see Section 2 .
We now add to our notation by designating the upper and lower
 .triangular parts without diagonal part of Q and R by Q , Q , R , and- ) -
  .  .R e.g., if Q s a then Q s b , where b s a if i - j, otherwise) i j - i j i j i j
.b s 0 . In particular each of the four triangular parts has a zero on thei j
diagonal.
  ..  .  w x.Using the trace map Tr#: C# M A ª C# A see 5, p. 122 we getn
the following.
Ä .  .  .DEFINITION 5.1. w : sq A = sq A ª E rIm b is the map2 n 2 n 1
X X X XP , P9 ª Tr# M m M9 q Q mR yQ mR ; R Q yR Q , .  .- ) - ) ) - ) -
where
M Q M9 Q9
P s and P9 s . /  /R yM R9 yM9
PROPOSITION 5.2. w is a Lie cocycle.
Proof. The w is a cocycle means that it is bilinear and that it satisfies:
 .  .  .i skew symmetry w P, P s 0
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 .  .  .ii Jacobi identity For all P , P , P g sq A ,1 2 3 2 n
2
i i iw P , P , P s 0, . s 1. s 2. s 3.
is0
 .  .where s s 1, 2, 3 g S symmetric group .3
We note that w is bilinear by definition. For skew symmetry we have
w P , P s Tr# M m M q Q mR yQ mR , R Q yR Q .  .- ) - ) ) - ) -
s i Tr# M m M , . .
where i is the map induced by the inclusion of chain complexes: i: C#t F 2
w x  .¨ E#. Hence by 5, lemme 1.17 , w P, P s 0.
To show the Jacobi identity, proceed as follows. First recall that as a
 .k-module, sq A is generated by2 n
H a , « b , « c , .  .  . 4i j p q r s
where a, b, c g A, 1 F i, j, p, q, r, s F n, p F q, r F s. Then to finish the
proof check each case where P , P , P is one of these generators. The1 2 3
  .4 w xcase where each P is in H a follows from 5, lemme 1.17 . Morei i j
 .   .  .  .. tedious work is needed for P , P , P s H a , « b , « c calcula-1 2 3 i j p q r s
.tions are available to the reader upon request .
 .We now have to show that for F as in 4.17 , F ( f is the identity. The
Ä .  .k-module, L [ E rIm b [ sq A is equipped with the Lie bracket:1 2 n
w xj , P , j 9, P9 s w P , P9 , P , P9 . .  .  . .
 .Now F factors through a Lie algebra map stq A ª L , whence2 n
w xstq A 2 g , g 9 ª w r g , r g 9 . .  .  . .2 n
 .  .  .  .Using this, one checks that f a m b, c s h a, b q D 1, c q d 1, c1, 2 1, 2
 .goes to the class of a m b, c .
Thus F ( f is the identity map and f induces an isomorphism:
,lHq A ª Im f 9 .  .1
 .see 4.14 .
 .5.3. From stq A to F .2 n 1
 .DEFINITION 5.4. Using the same notation as in 5.1 , we let
nnA A
c : sq A = sq A ª F [ [ .  .2 n 2 n 1  /  /min* min*
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be the map
P , P9 ª MQ9 y M9Q , R9M y RM9 . .  .  . .i i i i
PROPOSITION 5.5. c is a Lie cocycle.
Proof. Bilinear and skew-symmetric is immediate, and the Jacobi iden-
tity is easier to check than in the previous proposition.
Using the same procedure as that following the proof of Proposition 5.2,
 .we get that for G as in 4.18 the composite G( g gives us
a ª y a ª w H 1 , « a s E 1 ? E a s a .  .  .  .  . .  .i i i j ji i j ji i
and
b ª y b ª w « b , H 1 s b. .  .  . /i i ji ji
Thus the composite in question is the identity.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.7, provided we prove the
statements of Claim I and Claim II.
5.6. Proofs of Claim I and Claim II. Although the claims involve the
parameter min, most of our calculations work for general L. In fact the
only time we will restrict ourselves to the case L s min is at the end of the
proof of Claim II.
 .  .Recall that the action of EQ L on sq A lifts to an action on2 n 2 n
 .  . w x  .stq A see Corollary 3.6 . If j , j g stq A then the action of2 n 1 2 2 n
 .  .s g EQ L can be calculated as follows. Let P s r j , i s 1, 2, be the2 n i i
 . X  . X Ximages of j in sq A and let P s s P . Then if j is any lifting of P ,i 2 n i i i i
 .  .since r : stq A ª sq A is a central extension, we have2 n 2 n
w x w X X xs j , j s j , j . .1 2 1 2
Claim I. By Corollary 4.26, P l D equalsn
r r
w xh a , b q D 1, c q d 1, c a , b q c q c s 0 . .  .  . i i 1, 2 1, 2 i i 5
is1 is1
  ..  .   ..  .   ..  .Since r x a s H a , r y a s « a , and r y a s « a , byi j i j i j i j i j i j
the above comments, it is enough to calculate explicitly the action of
 .EQ L on2 n
S s H a , H a , « a , « a . 4 .  .  .  .1, 2 2, 1 1, 2 1, 2
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 . w x  .In 2.6 we cited the result found in 1 that EQ L , as a group, is2 n
generated by
S9 s I q N ¬ I s id.; N s H a , « a , « a , h b , h b , .  .  .  .  . 4i j i j i j p p
where 1 F i / j F n, 1 F p F n, a g A, and b g L.
 2 .For M g S and I q N g S9, we have since N s 0
y1 w xI q N M I q N s I q N M I y N s M q N , M y NMN. .  .  .  .
5.7 .
w xTherefore the only thing we need to check is N, M and NMN for all
I q N g S9 and M g S.
 .For N s H e , i / j, we get the following table for the action of I q N.i j
Any terms not appearing are left fixed:
¡H a q H ea , if j s k , i / l .  .k l i l
H a y H ae , if j / k , i s l .  .k l k j~H a ª .k l
H a q H ea y H ae y H eae , .  .  .  .k l l l k k lk¢ if j s k , i s l
« b q « eb , if j s k .  .k l i l
« b ª .k l  « b q « be , if j s l .  .k l k i
« b y « eb , if i s k .  .k l jl
« b ª .k l  « b y « be , if i s l. .  .k l k j
 . For N s « e , i / j, the table is as follows once again any terms noti j
.appearing are left fixed :
H a y « ae , if i s l .  .k l k j
H a ª .k l  H a y « ea , if j s l .  .k l ik
¡« b y H leb , if i s l , j / k .  .k l jk
« b y H leb , if i / l , j s k .  .k l i l
« b q H eb , if i s k , j / l .  .k l jl~« b ª .k l
« b q H eb , if i / k , j s l .  .k l ik
« b q H eb q H eb y « ebe , if i s k , j s l .  .  .  .k l k k l l k l¢ « b y H leb y H leb q « leb , if i s l , j s k . .  .  .  .k l k k l l lk
If we use these tables a direct calculation will show that all elements of
 .P l D are left fixed by the action of I q N, where N equals H a orn i j
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 .  .« a . The case N s « e can be deduced from the previous one byi j i j
 .  .conjugation. The only thing left to check is N s h e or h e , e g L. Asp p
 .  .above, h e will follow from h e by conjugation.p p
In this case we have e g L ; max; hence e s yle. This makes the
action of I q N very small. The only terms not fixed by this action are
H a ª H a y « ae , « a ª « a q H ea , .  .  .  .  .  .k p k p k p k p k p pk
« a ª « a q H ea . .  .  .pk pk pk
Since this is a particular part of one of the above tables we get the
desired result. Hence the proof of Claim I is finished.
Claim II. The calculations will be for general form parameters, but for
the last step we will need to restrict ourselves to L s min.
 .  .From 4.28 we know that P l D9 q D0 is generated byn
y a , y b ra g max*rb g max*, 1 F j F n . .  . 5j j j j
Using the table in Claim I for the action of I q H , we get the followingi j
 .result. Under the action of I q H 1 ,i j
y a ª y a q y a and y b ª y b q y b . .  .  .  .  .  .j j j j i i j j j j i i
 .  .In particular for all 1 F i F n we have that both y a and y b arei i i i
 .equivalent to zero modulo the action of EQ L .2 n
To finish Claim II and hence complete the proof of Theorem 4.7, we
 .  .need to show that P l D9 q D0 is closed under the action of EQ L .n 2 n
We will see that this is true if we restrict ourselves to the subgroup,
 .  4G F EQ L , generated by I q N, where N g H , « , « . If we take2 n i j i j i j
 .  .N s h e or h e then in order to have closure, we will have to restrictj j
ourselves to the case e g min.
Once again, using the tables appearing in the proof of Claim I, we get
the following, where all terms not denoted are left fixed:
y a ª y a q y eae .  .  .j j j j i i
I q H e : .i j y b ª y b q y ebe .  .  .i i i i j j
y b ª y b q y ebe .  .  .j j j j i i
I q « e : .i j
y b ª y b q y ebe .  .  .i i i i j j
y a ª y a q y eae .  .  .i i i i j j
I q « e : .i j y a ª y a q y eae .  .  .j j j j i i
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 .Action of I q h e , e g L. From the tables appearing in the proof ofj
Claim I, we have
« b ª « b q H eb and H 1 ª H 1 y « e . .  .  .  .  .  .k j k j jk k j k j k j
 .  .  .  .  .Hence for j / 1, y b ª y b y y ebe q D 1, eb q d e, b .j j j j j j j, 1 1, j
 .  .  .  .By Lemma 4.25, h b, e s d 1, eb y d e, b and D 1, eb s1, j 1, j j, 1
 .  .  .  ..yD 1, eb . Therefore we get D 1, eb q d e, b s f b m e, eb ,1, j j, 1 1, j
Ä .  .where f : E rIm b ª stq A is the map defined in Proposition 4.27.1 2 n
This element lies in P l D; hence we need it to be zero for closure. Ifn
 .we restrict the action to EQ min , then we have e g min. We will show2 n
 .that if e g min and b g max* then it follows that b m e, eb s 0. There-
fore by the above calculations
I q h e : y b ª y b y y ebe g P l D9 q D0 . 5.8 .  .  .  .  .  .j j j j j j j n
 .  .If e s c y lc, for some c g A i.e., e g min and b s lb i.e., b g max* ,
 .  . then b m e, eb s b m c y lb m lc, bc y bc . It can be shown that b m
Ä.  .c y lb m lc, bc y bc is in Im b . It is also true that for any a g A, we
Ä .  . have 0, a y a g Im b . Therefore we get the desired result that b m
Ä.  .e, eb is equal to zero in E rIm b .1
Note. All calculations would be the same if we chose n instead of 1 as
 .  .the fixed subscript in stq A . That is, we could use h a, b instead of2 n n
 .  .  .  .  . h a, b , and replace D a, b , d a, b with D a, b , d a, b see1, 2 1, 2 n, 2 n, 2
.Definition 4.24 and Lemma 4.25 . With that approach the calculations
 .  .used to show 5.8 would work for j s 1 since 1 / n . Hence our result for
 .the action of I q h e works for all j. Also the same thing works for thej
 .action of I q h e , if e g min. This concludes the proof of Claim II.j
From this we also get the result on the coinvariants of
H sq A , k + ker stq A ª sq A s P .  .  . .  .2 2 n 2 n 2 n n
with respect to the action of the elementary group. The above calculations
 .  .  .show that P is P l D rf S , where S is as in the definition ofn EQ L . n2 n
l .Hq A, L . This completes the proof of Theorem 4.7.1
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